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New season, new designs, new colours and new product types. These are the 

principles upon which the innovative Cosi collection 2021 is based. Cutting edge 

design and the application of new techniques combine to create a brand-new fire 

and heat collection.

All products have been manufactured to help you make the most of your cherished 

time outdoors. Cooler temperatures often mean that people can’t always sit outside 

whenever they feel like it. With Cosi you can now become less reliant on hot weather 

and extend the summer season with the warm and homely atmosphere, created by 

our products.

Whatever your requirements, thanks to our wide range of products, you will always 

find the Cosi that best suits you. When choosing your favourite Cosi item, function 

is just as important as style. For further technical information, specifications, 

including manuals, care and maintenance instructions please head to www.cosi-

fires.com and follow us on Facebook and Instagram #cosi_fires.
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The table top has a beautiful marble look and since 

it is a natural product, each table top is unique. The 

frame of the Cosidesign Line will fit a gas cylinder 

with a maximum height of 40 cm.

A ceramic table 

top with a stainless 

steel frame makes 

this fire pit table 

extremely strong 

and ensures a long 

life-span.

COSIDESIGN LINE

DURABLE 
CERAMIC 
WITH SLIM

FRAME

Cosidesign

Line



Cosivista 120

anthracite

Cosivista 160

anthracite

Vuurtafels I Cosi 2021

Cosivista
120

COSIVISTA 120 & 160 

CUTTING EDGE

The Cosivista collection is unique when it 

comes to outdoor gas fireplaces. For instance, 

these fireplaces feature two glass walls, 

which means you can gaze at the flames from 

both sides.

The accompanying back panel can be used to close 

the Cosivista from one side, thus making it ideal 

for wall placing. 

The Cosivista 120 is able to house gas bottles with 

a maximum height of 40cm. Its bigger brother, the 

Cosivista 160, even has space for gas bottles up to 60 

cm high. This means you can spend more time enjoying 

the wonderful heat provided by this gas fireplace.

Including back panel for wall-placing.
Cosivista
120
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COSILOFT 
LOUNGE TABLES

WIDE
CHOICE OF 

STYLE
The Cosiloft 100 & 120 lounge tables have a 

beautiful, aluminium, open and white or black 

frame, and can be fitted with the table top of your 

choice. With a choice of 3 table tops: grey, black and 

teak.

The Cosiloft 100 is the square lounge table of 100x100cm, 

the Cosiloft 120 is rectangular and has a size of 

120x80cm. All options can be found on pages 42-43.

Cosiloft 120 lounge table

black/grey

6 I Cosi Cosi I 7

Cosiloft 120 lounge table

white/teak

Fire pits I Cosi 2021

Cosiloft 100 lounge table

black/teak

Cosiloft 100 lounge table

white/grey



Cosiloft relax dining 

black/teak

COSILOFT RELAX DINING 
 & BAR TABLE

The Cosi relax dining table is perfect for your lounge 

set, where you want to be able to relax as well as dine. 

The bar table is perfect for those who prefer standing, 

or you can combine the table with bar stools and 

enjoy a nice warm glow on your upper body and face. 

The Cosiloft 100 bar table will fit a gas cylinder of up 

to 11 kg.

Both fire pit tables are available with a white or black 

frame, available with a white or black frame, and a 

choice of various table tops:

Cosiloft relax dining 

white/grey

Finalize with glass set straight

Cosiloft bar table

black/teak

Fire pits I Cosi 2021

teak grey black
Cosiloft bar table 

white/grey
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Sit outside, eat outside and relax outside - isn’t it great to never have to leave your garden! More so than ever 

before, the garden has become an extension of people’s homes. But you can have even more enjoyment from 

your garden, balcony or patio by adding some attractive Cosi items.

The Cosi fire pit table can be placed next to your lounge set or outdoor furniture. Invite your friends and family 

and enjoy sitting around the welcoming fire of, for example, this Cosipure. Want to continue the fun late into the 

night? Use the Cosipillows to gently heat your back. These outdoor Sunbrella heating scatter cushions feature 

an infrared heating element on the inside. The cushions will heat the muscles in your back, while you enjoy the 

atmosphere and heat of the Cosi fire pit table in front of you.

The greater the atmosphere, the better. Cosiscoop gas lanterns can be placed anywhere in your garden or on 

your balcony. These lanterns create even more atmosphere. We offer a comprehensive range, which means you 

will always find a lantern that suits your preferences!

SHOP THE LOOK 
COSIPURE

NEVER INSIDE AGAIN

Cosi I 11

Cosipure 120

white/teak

Cosipillow

Knitted grey 40x60 cm 

Solid grey 50x50 cm 

Cosi glass set

straight

Cosi table plate 

straight

Cosiscoop Original 

terra

Cosiscoop Bamboo

Fire pits I Cosi 2021

ECO
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Cosipure 100

white/teak

COSIPURE

STAND OUT 
IN ANY OUTDOOR

SPACE
Black and white in combination with teak; an 

amazing combination for any garden. Whether you 

have a natural garden or a perfectly pruned one, 

the Cosipure in black or white can be combined 

with all shades of green.

The Cosipure has a robust aluminium frame and a 

natural teak top. Gas bottles with a height of 40 cm 

can easily be placed inside the frame. Available in 

two sizes: 100x100cm and 120x80cm. 

See the whole series on page 44.

Cosipure 120

black/teak

Cosipure 120

white/teak

12 I Cosi



Cosiflow square

anthracite

Cosiflow straight

anthracite

Fire pits I Cosi 2021

COSIFLOW - 
PERFECT MATCH WITH 

ALL OUTDOOR FURNITURE 

The Cosiflow series excels in its simplicity. The 

Cosiflow is made entirely of aluminium, which 

means the table needs hardly any maintenance. 

In addition, the table has a sleek design, which makes it 

ideal for any garden set. The Cosiflow will thus always 

match, whether you opt for teak, fabric or wicker 

furniture. There is an extra shelf below the Cosiflow 

table, which can be used for storage purposes. You can 

add extra accessories to your Cosiflow fire pit with a 

glass set and/or all-weather protection cover. 

14 I Cosi Cosi I 15

Cosiflow straight

anthracite



Cosicube 70

grey wash

Cosibrixx 90

anthracite

Cosibrixx 60

anthracite

Cosibrixx 60

concrete look

Cosicube 70 

black
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COSICUBE

STAY SNUG WITH

The robust Cosicube is made from Douglas Wood 

and has a stainless steel top plate, making it 

perfect for outdoor use. Its invisible side-hatch 

allows for gas bottles with a maximum height of 

40 cm to be placed inside with ease.

The Cosicube is 70x70x58 cm and is available in 

two different colours. The Cosicube in grey wash is 

perfect for any natural garden.

Is black the dominant colour in your garden? 

Then opt for the Cosicube 70 black to complete 

the stylish look. 

You can also add the Cosi square glass set M to your 

table. You can then create an extra table surface by 

placing the Cosi table plate M on top of it!

COSICUBE

COSIBRIXX

ALLROUND

Do you want a Cosi fire pit table but only have 

limited space to work with? Then the Cosibrixx 

60 in anthracite or concrete look is right up your 

alley. This square model is the most compact 

model fire pit table in our collection.

 

Would you prefer a bit more space around the 

fire? Then opt for the Cosibrixx 90 in anthracite. 

All Cosibrixx items are made from aluminium to 

ensure a sleek look.

BASICS



Available in:

Cosiburner 

build up

COSIBURNERS -
MAKE IT YOUR OWN

Do you already have a nice dining or coffee table and do you want to incorporate 

a gas fire into it? That’s possible with one of our Cosiburners. The Cosiburner 

collection features two different built-in burners in two colours; black and 

stainless steel, meaning you will always find a model to suit your table. All built-

in burners are delivered with a cover plate allowing the table to still be used 

normally when the burner is not in use.

The built-in burners are supplied with lava stones; wooden blocks and a glass set 

are available as options.

COSI BUILD UP

FREEDOM TO

Would you like to enjoy the atmosphere of a Cosi 

fireplace at other places in your garden? Then 

opt for the Cosiburner build up. This standalone 

burner can be placed on any garden table. 

The Cosiburner build up includes lava stones 

and glass. This burner can be connected to all 

gas bottles.

Fire pits I Cosi 2021

ssblack
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COSISCOOP PILLAR

CREATE 
PIONEERING

FIRE
These fantastic pillar-shaped gas fires will steal 

the show in any garden and on any terrace or porch. 

The Pillar is available in two variations: stylish 

black and sturdy teak wood. With a 5 kg gas 

cylinder this pillar-shaped Scoop will provide you 

with about 70 hours of atmospheric light.

Cosiscoop Pillar

teak

Cosiscoop Pillar

black

Gas lanterns I Cosi 2021

Cosiscoop Pillar

black

Cosi I 21



IF THE WORLD
IS COLD 

MAKE FIRE

1. Turn the black bottom ring and remove from the Scoop 

lantern. Then place the 190 grams gas cartridge upright 

in the bottom ring.

2. Turn the bottom ring, including the gas cartridge, in 

the Scoop lantern and screw the ring clockwise to the 

right. Make sure the gas lantern is placed upwards and 

stands on a stable, non-combustible surface. Ignite with 

a long lighter whilst keeping it against the burning pipe 

and turn the control knob to the left. The Scoop gas 

lantern will start to burn.

3. Switch off the Scoop gas lantern by turning the control 

knob completely to the right – this should extinguish the 

flame. Store in a well-ventilated place.

Gas lanterns I Cosi 2021

HOW TO  
USE A 

COSISCOOP

22 I Cosi Cosi I 23



Cosiscoop Original

olive

Cosiscoop Original

taupe

Cosiscoop Original

black

Cosiscoop Original

ss

Cosiscoop Original

ivory

Cosiscoop Original

terra

COSISCOOP ORIGINAL 

TAKE IT ALONG
WHEREVER 

YOU LIKE
Perfect mood makers till late at night! The 

Cosiscoop Original allows you to enjoy its 

welcoming flames wherever you are. It is compact 

(Ø16x30 cm) and features a useful handle, which 

means you can take it wherever you like. 

This Cosi-to-go is multifunctional and available 

in a lot of different colours. Instantly create 

atmosphere with these fantastic lanterns.

DISCOVER ALL  
COLOURS 

ON PAGE 48

black ss terra taupe ivory olive
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Cosiscoop

Bamboo

Cosiscoop

Timber

The Cosiscoop XL is the big brother of the Cosiscoop 

Original. The XL has a diameter of 20 cm and will be a real 

eye-catcher in your lounge area or on your garden table. 

Would you prefer industrial black or stylish taupe? 

Taupe is a colour between grey and beige, and is thus 

perfect for your garden.

COSISCOOP XL - 
BROTHER OF THE ORIGINAL 

Cosiscoop XL

taupe

black taupe

Gas lanterns I Cosi 2021

Cosiscoop XL

black

ECO
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COSISCOOP 
BASKET  - LANTERN
IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The Scoop Basket is not an accessory but a statement. 

Striking because of its threaded steel coat, it’s a real 

eyecatcher on your outdoor table. The Cosiscoop 

Basket creates atmosphere, cosiness and romance.

The Basket high is a stunning stand-alone object. 

This scoop differs slightly from the Basket. For 

instance, this lantern features a glass panel 

and a stand-alone frame, which means it is 

perfect for placing anywhere in the garden. 

Cosiscoop Basket high

black
WHICH 

COLOUR SUITS 
YOU?

Gas lanterns I Cosi 2021

Cosiscoop Basket

black

Cosiscoop Basket

olive

black white olive



Cosiscoop Urban

white 

COSISCOOP DOME - URBAN

UNIQUE
ATMOSPHERE

ANYWHERE
The Cosiscoop Dome has everything you may expect 

from a deluxe lantern; a sleek and stylish design in two 

modern colours, namely black and white.

Are you looking for a sturdy version in a combination 

of materials? Then the Cosiscoop Urban is really 

something for you. The use of teak in combination with 

black or white metal means the Urban is always the 

perfect choice.

Cosiscoop Dome

white

Gas lanterns I Cosi 2021

Cosiscoop Urban 

black

Cosiscoop Dome

black
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Are you really looking for something special? Then 

opt for the Cosiscoop Cement. The base is made 

from concrete, which gives this lantern a robust 

look. The pillar-shaped glass surround gives the 

Cement a luxurious appearance.

The round 

openings in the 

design of the 

Cosiscoop Drop 

distribute the light 

beautifully. Thanks 

to its slim handle, 

you can easily 

carry or place this 

lantern anywhere.

COSISCOOP 
DROP & CEMENT 

DROP IT 
LIKE IT’S

HOT

Cosiscoop Drop

light grey

Cosi I 33

Cosiscoop Cement

cement

Cosiscoop Drop

black



Cosipillow

Knitted grey

COSIPILLOW

INDOOR & 
OUTDOOR 

USE
Cosi’s heating scatter cushions are provided 

with an infrared heating element and they’re 

made of high quality Sunbrella fabric. Due to this 

material the scatter cushions are UV, colour and 

mould resistant which makes the Cosipillows 

suited for indoor as well as outdoor usage.

All Cosipillows are eco-friendly, since the scatter 

cushions warm up your body directly without losing 

heat into the (outside) air.

Cosipillow

Knitted & Solid grey

Control panel 

Knitted grey Solid grey Striped Knitted naturel Solid naturel

Heating Scatter Cushions  I Cosi 2021

ECO
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All Cosi products are made for outdoor living. You can 

extend their life-span with the right care and maintenance. 

All manuals and frequently asked questions can be found on 

www.cosi-fires.com 

MATERIAL 
AND CARE

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A crackling wood fire on your patio – what could be 

cosier than that? Create a relaxed atmosphere in your 

garden with one of our stunning Cosistoves. The flames 

are produced by real wood, which creates a nostalgic 

and relaxed atmosphere. You can install a smoke duct, 

which carefully extracts the smoke. Cosi’s collection 

also features a ready-to-use package with a smoke duct 

connector. These complete packages are suitable for 

verandas with flat or sloping roofs.

Cosistoves are complete wood stoves that are suitable for 

indoor and outdoor use and should ideally be placed under 

a canopy. The stoves are made from steel and after standing 

outside for a long time, could show minor signs of corrosion, 

which adds to the character of the stove.

COSISTOVE - WOOD 
BURNING FIRES

Cosistove

Major
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TECHNICAL
 INFORMATION

Heat output: 8 kW 

Fuel: gas bottle (bio)propane 

Consumption: max. 588 grams per hr

Included accessories: 

lava rocks, logs and 

30mBar regulator with gas hose

Optional accessories: all weather 

cover and glass set

FIRE PITS PILLARS GAS LANTERNS

HEATING SCATTER CUSHIONS FUELS KIWA/GASTEC

Heat output: 0.85 kW 

Fuel: gas bottle (bio)propane 

Consumption: max. 62 grams per hr  

Included accessories:

pebbles, 30mBar regulator 

with gas hose, and glass 

Optional accessories: all weather 

cover

Heat output: 0.37 kW  

Fuel: gas cartridge 190 gr.

Consumption: max. 30 grams per hr

Burning time: 5-6 hrs

Included accessories: 

pebbles*, glass** 

 *excl. Cosiscoop Drop

**excl. Cosiscoop Basket, Drop & Urban

Heating capacity:  

38°C / 45°C / 50°C

Consumption: 12 W 

Battery life: High ± 2 hrs / Low ± 5 hrs 

Included accessories: 

rechargeable battery, charger

A conscious decision has been made to only 

produce Cosi fire pit tables for propane and 

not for natural gas. Propane is, in fact, one 

of the cleanest fuels when it comes to CO2 

emissions. The bio-propane variety is even 

100% sustainable.

All Cosi fire pit tables and lanterns are 

comprehensively tested, inspected and 

certified by KIWA and feature the CE label. 

This means Cosi is synonymous with high-

quality and safe products.
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Cosi uses teak that features the SVLK label. 

Teak will start to lose colour if it is placed 

outside. If you want to retain the original 

teak colour, we advise you to treat your 

teak furniture with a teak protector.

Teak is a natural product and is subject 

to continuous change; it can thus develop 

small tears and some planks may deform 

slightly.

Bamboo is fully degradable and thus does 

not pollute the environment. Bamboo is an 

ecologically responsible product because 

it is a fast-growing grass and can be 

harvested more frequently. Special bamboo 

oils and colour restorers are available for 

maintaining bamboo.

Powder-coated aluminium has now 

become very popular. Coloured power-

coating provides an extra protective layer. 

Aluminium is perfect for outdoor use 

because it has a long life-span, requires 

little maintenance and is easy to recycle. 

Aluminium can also be easily cleaned with 

hot water and mild cleaning products.

TEAK BAMBOO ALUMINIUM

Ceramic materials are extremely strong and 

can remain outdoors the whole year round. 

Ceramics are natural materials, which means 

the colours of table tops can vary slightly. 

Ceramics require hardly no maintenance 

and can be easily cleaned with hot water and 

natural stone cleaning products.

Stainless steel is highly weather-resistant 

and is often used by Cosi in assembly 

materials as well as frames and table tops. 

Stainless steel can encounter signs of 

surface rust. However, they can be removed 

with a stainless steel cleaner.

All glass sets for Cosi fire pit tables are 

made from hardened glass. This means 

the glass has been heated to ca. 650 

degrees Celsius and then cooled again. 

This cooling process makes the glass up to 

5 times harder than regular glass, and less 

susceptible to tears and breakage.

CERAMIC STAINLESS STEEL GLASS

The Cosipillows come with Sunbrella 

cushion covers. The Sunbrella fabric is 

colourfast, anti-fungal and water-resistant. 

These fabrics also feature the OEKO TEX 

label. All Cosipillow covers can be cleaned 

in a washing machine. When doing so, 

please follow the care label on the inside 

of the cover.

TEXTILE

MATERIALS 
AND CARE

You can protect your Cosi fire pit table or 

pillar by using a protective cover. The covers 

are made from a PE fabric. Only cover the 

Cosi once the fire pit table has cooled off and 

is dry, in order to avoid moisture-related 

damage. Also remove stagnant rainwater 

from the cover and regularly aerate the fire 

pit table by removing the cover. Teak should 

COVERS

not be covered continuously; that is why 

Cosi recommends not using a protective 

cover for teak items.

ECO
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FIRE PITS

CO
SI

D
ES

IG
N
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IN
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Design Line 

5980940

W120 D80 H50

NEW

CO
SI

VI
ST

A

Vista 120

5980270

W120 D45 H90

Vista 160

5980280

W160 D45 H90

NEW

Lounge table - white/teak

5957890

W100 D100 H50

Lounge table - white/grey

5957880

W100 D100 H50

CO
SI

LO
FT

 1
00

Lounge table - black/teak

5957860

W100 D100 H50

Lounge table - black/grey 

5957850

W100 D100 H50

Lounge table - black/black

5980980

W100 D100 H50

NEW

Lounge table - white/teak

5958760

W120 D80 H50

Lounge table - white/grey

5958780

W120 D80 H50

CO
SI

LO
FT

 1
20

Lounge table - black/teak

5958750

W120 D80 H50

Lounge table - black/grey 

5958770

W120 D80 H50

Lounge table - black/black

5980990

W120 D80 H50

Relax dining - white/teak

5980190

W120 D80 H67

Relax dining - white/grey

5980210

W120 D80 H67

Relax dining - black/teak

5980160

W120 D80 H67

Relax dining - black/grey 

5980180

W120 D80 H67

Relax dining - black/black

5980690

W120 D80 H67

CO
SI

LO
FT

 1
20

NEW

NEW
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FIRE PITS

Bar table - white/teak

5980120

W100 D100 H105

CO
SI

LO
FT

 1
00

Bar table - black/teak

5980110

W100 D100 H105

Bar table - black/grey

5980100

W100 D100 H105

Pure 100 - white/teak

5981030

W100 D100 H50

Bar table - white/grey

5980130

W100 D100 H105

CO
SI

PU
R

E 
10

0

NEW

Bar table - black/black

5980680

W100 D100 H105

NEW

Pure 120 - black/teak

5981020

W120 D80 H50

NEW

Pure 100 - black/teak

5981000

W100 D100 H50

NEW

Pure 120 - white/teak

5981010

W120 D80 H50

NEW

CO
SI

PU
R

E 
12

0

Brixx 60 - concrete look

5980250

W60 D60 H63

Brixx 60 - anthracite

5980240

W60 D60 H63

Brixx 90 - anthracite

5980260

W90 D90 H63

Cube 70 - grey wash

5900120

W70 D70 H58

Cube 70 - black

5958900

W70 D70 H58

Flow square - anthracite

5980910

W100 D100 H50

NEW

Flow straight - anthracite

5980900

W120 D80 H50

NEW

CO
SI

B
R

IX
X

CO
SI

CU
B

E

Square - ss / black

5957550 / 5961100

W40 D40 H16,5

Straight - ss / black 

5957480 / 5961120

W60 D22 H16,5

Build up 

5961000

W70 D20 H27

CO
SI

B
U

R
N

ER
CO

SI
FL

O
W
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ACCESSORIES FIRE PITS

CO
SI

 L
O

G
S

Ceramic logs - 3 pieces

5957570

Cosiburners

CO
SI

 G
LA

SS
 S

ET

Square - M

5900270

W45 D45 H20

Square - L

5900210

W50 D50 H20

Straight

5900160

W65 D33 H17

CO
SI

 T
A

B
LE

 P
LA

TE

Table plate - M

5958950

W45 D45 H1,5

Table plate - L

5958920

W50 D50 H1,5

Table plate - straight

5958960

W65 D33 H1,5

Round

5900200

    47 H31

Ceramic logs - 4 pieces

5900310

Fire pits

NEW

All weather cover

CO
SI

 C
O

VE
R

Cosidesign Line

Cosivista 120

Cosivista 160

Cosiloft 100 lounge table

Cosiloft 120 lounge table

Cosiloft 120 relax dining

Cosiloft 100 bar table

Cosipure 100

Cosipure 120 

5958930

5980440

5980800

5957690

5958930

5980420

5980410

5957690

5958930

Cosiflow square 

Cosiflow straight  

Cosibrixx 60

Cosibrixx 90

Cosicube 70

Cosiscoop Pillar

Cosi gastank 6 kg 

Cosi gastank 11 kg

5957690

5958930

5957670

5980430

5957700

5980630

5957750 

5957760

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P 

PI
LL

A
R

Pillar - teak

5980340

   36 H106

Pillar - black

5980320

   36 H106

PILLARS

46 I Cosi Cosi I 47

Choose for Square M: 

Brixx 60, Brixx 90,  

Flow straight & square,

Cube 70, Burner square

Choose for Square L: 

Loft 100 and  

Loft bar table



NEW

NEW

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P 

XL

Original - black

5801110

   16 H30

Original - ivory

5801100

   16 H30

Original - olive

5801020

   16 H30

Original - ss

5980360

   16 H30

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P 

O
R

IG
IN

A
L

Original - terra

5801210

   16 H30

Original - taupe

5801200

   16 H30

NEW NEW

XL - black

5801030

     20 H30,5

XL - taupe

5801220

     20 H30,5

Timber

5801160

    18 H30

Bamboo

5801230

   18 H30

GAS LANTERNS

Basket - black

5801130

   26 H31

Basket - white

5801120

   26 H31

Basket - olive

5801140

   26 H31

Basket high - black

5801150

   26 H76,5

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P

B
A

SK
ET

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P 

D
O

M
E

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P 

U
R

B
A

N

NEW

Dome - black

5801070

W20 D20 H45

Dome - white

5801240

W20 D20 H45

NEW

Urban - black

5801250

W20 D20 H49

Urban - white

5801260

W20 D20 H49

Drop - black

5980290

   20 H37

Drop - light grey

5980300

   20 H37

Cement

5801080

   20 H38

NEW

CO
SI

SC
O

O
P

D
R

O
P 

&
 C

EM
EN

T
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HEATING SCATTER CUSHIONS

Solid grey

5810030 - W50 D50

5810020 - W40 D60

Knitted grey

5810010 - W50 D50

5810000 - W40 D60

Striped

5810050 - W50 D50

5810040 - W40 D60

Solid natural

5810070 - W50 D50

5810060 - W40 D60

Knitted natural

5810090 - W50 D50

5810080 - W40 D60
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Mid

5957810

W40 D45 H85

Major

5957820

W49 D48 H96
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Strijkviertel 27
3454 PH De Meern
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0)30 662 95 00

info@cosi-fires.com
www.cosi-fires.com

English edition


